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WORSHIP SERVICES THEME FOR APRIL… WHOLENESS 

 
April 7, 2019 
"How Grace Got Her Name" 
Rev. Scott Rudolph, Minister 

For this multi-generational service, we will be turning to local lore for inspiration. Grace is a 
trumpeter swan that captured the hearts of the people of Bend. Alice Elshoff recently 
published a book all about Grace. There are lessons for all of us about what it looks like when 
a community believes that we are one.  
  
Choir Sunday: "We Are One" by Brian Tate  
  
April 14, 2019 
"Why Are We Here?" 
Rev. Scott Rudolph, Minister 
In January, the Board of Trustees invited the congregation to dream of our future and 
began a visioning process. Our congregational vision provides direction and addresses 
questions of purpose - why are we here and what shall we do together? There is no 
set answer to this. Our vision represents a unique expression of our current fellowship 
and points to what the coming years might hold. These are exciting times. 
 
April 21, 2019 
"The Promise of a Seed" 
Rev. Scott Rudolph, Minister 
Easter morning is full of promise. As the world returns to life and the blossoms begin 
to bloom, we are reminded of the miraculous. From a tiny seed springs forth a mighty 



ponderosa pine. So, too, in our lives, often time great change begins from a small, 
subtle shift. 
 
Choir Sunday:  "Do Not Leave Your Cares at the Door" by Elizabeth Alexander  
    "You Raise Me Up" by Brenda Graham and Rolf Lovland 
  
April 28, 2019 
"Harvesting Your Life" 
Chandra Smith, Lay-Led  
"Harvesting your life" can begin at any age but is especially important in the later 
stage of life. It is a way of gleaning all you have learned as well as knowing who you 
are now, especially as an elder.  
 
THOUGHTS SCOTT BEGOT 
  
All you have to do is listen. 
  
Stop the headlong hustle of your day for just a moment and listen to the world around you. 
There is a symphony of sounds resounding around you with each auditory notion manifesting 
from specific locations for some particular reason. The hums, chirps, blips, and bells. The 
rustling, scraping, swooshing, and singing. The banging, whispering, swiping, and beeping. 
Within that white noise of the crowd are little individual statements popping out. Layered on 
top of each other, these sounds surround us, and all we need to do is notice. In this paying 
attention, we hear existence making the music of our time. Listen to all the ways that life is 
becoming and passing in every moment. 
  
All you have to do is listen. 
  
Listen when someone is speaking to you. When you feel yourself forming words for a 
response, let them slide away and just listen. When you begin to want to be heard as well, to 
speak out as a way of saying, "See me. Affirm me, too," just trust that there will be another 
occasion in which it is your turn. Listen and let the other person open up, go deep. Offer them 
this gift by simply paying attention to their words, their intent, and their being. Listen to 
another and see how you are moved in witnessing the life of another person expressing 
themselves. Listen and understand the opportunity in front of you to watch and honor the 
Universe experiencing itself through this one unique being in this one precious moment. 
  
All you have to do is listen. 
  
Take a deep breath and calm your mind and listen to the beating of your own heart. Slow 
yourself and create a vast empty space into which you might hear moments of insight, 



murmurs of comfort, and movements of awe. Listen to that part deep within that soaks up the 
information from your intellect, the longings of your heart, and the hopes of your soul then 
offers them back to you in a still small voice softly suggesting the way. Listen for nothing at all 
and wait for it to arrive with its bounty. 
  
All you have to do is listen.   
  
With Love, 
Rev. Scott 
 

FROM THE PRESIDENT 
  
Community 
  
After culling through your 90 vision responses, we "cullers" found one word that rose 
above all others. Community. Community means different things to each of us. To 
some it is a safe haven. To some a place of emotional support. To some it is a source 
for deepening friendships, for shared celebrations and spiritual practice. For me, 
nothing says our UUFCO community more clearly than these words by Starhawk. 
  
Community. Somewhere, there are people to whom we can speak with passion 
without having the words catch in our throat. Somewhere a circle of hands will open to 
receive us, eyes will light up as we enter, voices will celebrate with us whenever we 
come into our own power. Community means strength that joins our strength to do 
the work that needs to be done. Arms to hold us when we falter. A circle of healing. A 
circle of friends. Someplace we can be free. 
  
As we all work on plans to bring our visions into the light, ask yourself, what does 
community look like, feel like, mean to you? 
  
Marty Rudolph 
President of Board of Trustees  
 
  



STAFF INSIGHTS 
 

April in Religious Exploration  
 
When I think back at my own experience in "Sunday School" I remember learning cute 
children's Bible stories that were always about men and sometimes their wives, and 
also going to Vacation Bible School for a week in summer. The church would cordon 
off the street and we would get to play in the street! I also recall doing childcare for 
younger children and reading those same stories. My girlfriend and I were the "adult" 
childcare workers in Sunday School. Scary, as I was only 11 or 12. Digging deeper I 
know it was not so much what we were learning about that defined why I wanted to 
be there but who cared that I was there. The Sunday School teachers were trying to 
teach us lessons in caring and love using versions of Bible stories. One of my she-roes 
as an adult was the Rev. Roberta Nelson, UU Minister of Religious Education, and she 
defined teachers as "Spiritual Guides". She maintained that "the books, guides, tapes, 
videos, music, stories, and field trips are supports and strategies that are important to 
learning, but it is the teacher who is at the heart of the program. It is the teacher who 
listens and hears, who affirms and challenges. It is the teacher who questions and 
encourages questioning. It is the teacher who is the spiritual guide." 
  
In my visits to our UUFCO classrooms each Sunday I am reminded what a wonderful 
gift our volunteer teachers give to our children and youth. The gift of being 
themselves. Each of our teachers is unique and as Fred Rogers reminded us "you are 
special, just the way you are", and it is that special quality of being you that we seek in 
a spiritual guide. When we ask our volunteers to commit for a period of co-teaching, 
we realize that we all live in a complex world. Some volunteers come from two-career 
families, single-parent households, some with job insecurities, and in addition to 
school, sports and scout activities that pull at a parent's time, we ask parents and 
others to volunteer to teach. This year when I came on staff, I was very fortunate to 
have so many of our teaching slots filled. As we enter Spring and begin thinking about 
who will lead our children next year, I want to acknowledge the many volunteers who 
stepped forward this year and stayed on after the transition within Religious 
Exploration. Thank you. 
  
When we view religious education and teaching in our community as a spiritual 
undertaking, we free ourselves to see the rewards and benefits to both teachers and 
children. Rev. Nelson believed that "when teacher-guides engage with young people, 



their co-leaders and themselves, they become co-creators of a pilgrimage that goes 
ever deeper and feeds their soul. 
  
If you look back into your childhood, you probably can recall some teachers who 
taught from the heart. It must go with giving and receiving, with sharing oneself and 
getting to the essence of critical issues. "Both are necessary for the nourishment of 
religious growth. Education is religious. It is about calling forth, drawing out; it is about 
revering that which is known and that which is to be discovered." Angus MacLean, 
another UU educator said, "I've never seen a curriculum so good that a teacher 
couldn't ruin it. I've never seen a curriculum so bad that a teacher couldn't redeem it." 
  
As the RE Team and I prepare for next year, we invite you to consider yourself as a 
spiritual guide. We will offer a couple of teacher trainings throughout the year to 
nourish and support you in this role. We will need about 12 people to step up or "re-
up" for next year's programs in order to make this happen. Now is the time to put 
your faith into action, to plant the seeds that bring us hope for a better world with 
new ways of understanding. We will need teachers, assistants and Coming of Age 
mentors. We need hands to prepare meals, paint, clean and decorate rooms, run 
errands, and help with clerical work. We need people to make generous pledges to 
this church so we can support the ongoing work of the church and its programs. Join 
us! Become the adult that makes a difference in the life of a child or youth. 
    
In faith, 
Dana Regan, Interim Director of Religious Exploration 


